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For companies in asset-intensive and engineering industries, the
game is often won or lost at the point of performance – in the
last mile of operations, where up-time and reliability are driven
both by asset integrity and the efficiency of the crew that
responds to service requests and performs maintenance. 

There is a disconnect between the field and the office, even in the
best-run businesses. This disconnect is driven primarily by the
means by which the two are connected – ranging from old-
fashioned, paper or spreadsheet-based documentation to even
two-way radio reporting methods followed by manual data entry
or data stored in multiple systems – all of which impede the free
flow of information. Businesses (and their systems) need a
transparent, real-time view of their operations, and they need to
be able to glean actionable insights from that picture to deploy
their crew efficiently to optimize asset integrity and stay
compliant. And the field workers need access to real-time
information with drill-down capabilities.

This disconnect results in constant scheduling and rescheduling
of resources, equipment downtime while awaiting parts, non-
compliant operations, and audits that need many days of work to
simply compile reports. And there are problems that are not
evident, but have a high impact – for instance, “how many times
did part X fail within 3 months” or an even simpler question of
“which of these parts are under warranty vs not” are questions
that need immediate answers both in the office and in the field.
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This is the last mile disconnect – where
the automated back-office and the field
crew equipped with all the latest tools
are out-of-sync.
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Why does it seem that consumer technology is
better, faster to learn, and improves at a far
faster speed than business technology?

Improvements (enterprise applications call them
“upgrades”) are continuous - your apps on your
cell phone update themselves seamlessly, and
the new functionality rolled out is often a
generational leap.

Yet improvements to business applications
seem to take forever, and usually come with an
implementation or learning cost. User focus is
the difference.

Consumer applications have always focused on
the user experience. Back-end integration and
data manipulation are all done in the
background and have no impact on the user.
Business applications, on the other hand, have
traditionally focused on the back office and then
extended out to the user, resulting in decidedly
non-user-friendly experiences.

All of that is changing now. A new generation of
enterprise mobile apps is redefining how
business applications can be rolled out. They
bring the best of cloud-mobile technology that
has been so effective for consumers in the
business world. Rollouts happen now within
weeks; user feedback, changes to configuration,
updates take hours.
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Mobile for your field workforce. Now.

Focus on the user;
don’t let outdated
ideas slow you down;
rollout in weeks.

https://connixt.com/
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A field worker’s focus would look like consumer
technology. An enterprise mobile app that runs on
any smartphone or tablet can be downloaded.
Configuration of existing forms, data names, options,
etc. take place in the cloud within days. The user
interface is simple and intuitive – change
management and user training are far easier. Back-
office work in the cloud ensures that it integrates
well where it must, but the key is to make it simple
for the user.

The worker-focused technology method not only
shaves months of any implementation, but it also
allows for businesses to be agile and able to take
immediate advantage of improving technologies.
Improvements in phones, including voice recognition,
bar code reading, object identification, OCR, cameras,
etc. can immediately be used. 

Reviewing work orders and service orders on the
field, updating them in real-time, and working offline
should all be standard features of any enterprise
mobile app for your field workforce.

Businesses should consider looking at the galloping
speed of advances in consumer technology and jump
aboard to enjoy rapid improvements. Utilities,
transportation agencies, and construction companies
see particular value in mobile apps that are easy to
use for their field workers. Connixt’s cloud-mobile
suite – iMarq – is focused on the end user,
specifically for these industries, and is geared to
rapid implementation.

Worker-focused Technology

The traditional way of implementing would be to
wait until the incumbent enterprise vendor provides
a field workforce module that would need to go
through capital acquisition. A team would be put
together to implement (often at a cost of 3-6 times
the purchase cost of the application). Processes get
redesigned and changed to fit the canned solution,
and field workers would be taught new ways of
doing their work. At irregular and sometimes multi-
annual intervals, there will be revisions, retraining,
and improvements.

Traditional Technology

Mobile for your field workforce. Now.

How do you provide
ready business to field
integration for your
mobile field workforce?

https://connixt.com/
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Times and technology have changed, and it doesn’t have to be an either-or dilemma.
Transportation agencies and utilities are seeing substantial wins from the immediate
deployment of mobile tech while planning on their larger scale EAM deployment.

Front-end technicians and mechanics can use
mobile apps to run much of their daily work.
Cloud-mobile technology makes deployment
possible within weeks rather than the months or
years it takes for large scale EAM deployments.
Those months and years don’t have to be a
dead-zone of no change and no gains.

Cloud-mobile technology like iMarq is system-
agnostic; it is not hard-coded integration to a single
EAM, rather its open enterprise architecture allows
seamless integration with whatever back-end
system is deployed. IT is correct to point out that
this is not “easy”, but it is certainly not the challenge
it used to be. Most new EAM systems come with
standard web-services, APIs, or middle-ware that
make this integration far easier than it ever was.

Technology is only half the challenge (or less) for
successful deployment; the rest of it is always user
adoption. Users on a mobile system are already
used to digitized and automated processes with
their mobile apps. They see no change to their
front-end – no matter what has happened on the
back-end – because any switching takes place in
the IT realm. With no changes to their front-end
experience, end-users see no change in their work
or processes. That means there is no learning
curve to use it or resistance to change.

Immediate deployment can be with the existing
legacy system or managed from the cloud entirely
with CSV files or other formats provided for the
back-end. Either way, deployment is quick, with
low IT overheads. Once the new system is ready,
the integration switches to the new environment
seamlessly with no front-end impact.

Whatever the back-end system is – legacy, new,
old, home-grown, green-screen – front-end
mobility can be deployed today to make end-user
life easier, more productive, and highly efficient.
Digitizing processes allows those processes to be
fine-tuned, as well as re-designed forms, and faster
approvals, with no impact on the back-end system.
All of this goes toward making the final EAM
deployment that much more productive.

Quick wins are possible on the front-end

Integration is not the challenge it
used to be

Change management is minimized
with a mobile front end

Low tech deployment today

Fine-tune and digitize processes –
get them system-ready

5 Ways to Handle EAM Upgrade
vs. Doing Something Now

One CIO likens mobile apps to the
gun-sights that make the big-guns
(EAM deployments) effective.

https://connixt.com/
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Asset Inventory and a condition assessment of all assets in the inventory are among
the first elements of the Transportation Asset Management (TAM) checklist, with the
ultimate goal of keeping these assets in a State of Good Repair (SGR). As agencies
focus on these first steps, adopting an approach that can accomplish these immediate
objectives while laying the foundation for long-term gains is where agencies win.

What if there was a way to use capture information on your forms electronically as
quickly and easily as making a call on your phone? What if this method works faster,
uses fewer resources, and costs less?

Are You TAM Compliant?

Pretend for a moment that it’s a perfect world: imagine
replacing those clipboards and forms with standard, off-
the-shelf smartphones and tablets loaded with apps that
carry digital forms, integrating those apps to your back-end
system(s), and being out in front for TAM compliance,
instead of scrambling to meet a deadline. Suppose this
digital approach to inventorying and assessment
significantly accelerates data gathering, eliminates errors,
and most importantly, lays the foundation for a range of
future capabilities including mandatory reporting, data
sharing, and ongoing maintenance.

Information is captured once (correctly), the condition is
assessed, your back-end system is automatically updated,
maintenance records and corrective work orders are
created if needed. Let’s say you can continue to use all this
information on an ongoing basis for day-to-day operations.
All of your reports are automated – no matter how many
different systems the data is stored in.

This is the world as it should be –using low-cost,
commonly available, user-friendly technology to accelerate,
improve, and economize existing processes. It would be a
dream come true right?

Going Digital Gets You There

https://connixt.com/
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Maintenance deals with actual
maintenance of the rolling stock (buses,
trains, etc.) that the agency uses.
Interested in digitizing work orders,
maintenance tasks, and checklists?

Deals with stops, stations, Automatic
Ticket Vending machines, elevators,
HVAC, etc. – iMarq digitizes all
maintenance dealing with all elements
of facilities, and provide a back-end
system to manage facilities (e.g.
schedule maintenance etc.) Connixt’s
cloud-based mobile suite is the fastest
means for transportation agencies to
digitize maintenance, inspections,
facilities condition assessment, daily
pre-trip inspections, and more.

Transportation Industry Use Cases

Rolling stock inspection, scheduled and ad-hoc
maintenance, State of Good Repair, Facilities
Condition Assessment & asset inventorying –
work order updates, job tracking and time-
keeping from the shop floor, with geo-tagging
and time/date stamp

Predominantly paper-driven processes – paper
documents passed around, filled on shop-floor,
data entered in office → overtime, inefficient,
over-worked, inaccuracies, etc. 
Even where they have terminals on the shop-
floor, maintenance crew typically fills out paper
forms, come back to terminal and type in data –
highly inefficient, no round-trip transactions, etc. 
See how we helped LA Metro with over 20%
savings within months (View the Case Study)

Multiple backend systems – not integrated with
one another and with the field → Reporting,
auditing, and tracking corrective action (for
example) is a problem 
Information is not electronic and is therefore not
accurate and is outdated 

E.g. daily pre-trip inspections are paper-
based; how soon are identified issues put in
the Q for the shop to schedule maintenance? 

SGR/TAM requirements cannot be handled
efficiently with traditional paper-based methods 

Where would I use iMarq?

MAINTENANCE

FACILITIES

What is the problem
iMarq is solving?
ROI

Compliance & ROA

And
Techs, mechanics, and supervisors need
something that is user-friendly and adapts their
own familiar forms and processes into familiar
and easy-to-use smartphones and tablets.

https://connixt.com/
https://connixt.com/u/free-download/case-study-1
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Are any of your processes paper-driven? 
Do you use mobile devices like smartphones or
tablets to make it easier for your workforce?
How do you handle Facility Condition
Assessment, MAP 21 inspections, maintenance
inspections, daily inspections, etc.? 
Are issues identified during inspection updated
into your back-end systems and any identified
issues automatically trigger work-orders or
service requests? 
Is your team filling in forms in the workshop or
on the field, then entering data separately?
How do you monitor job on / job off? Is there an
opportunity for automation? 

Inspections of rolling stock, assets, facilities,
and equipment 
Daily pre-trip inspections 
Scheduled maintenance check-lists 
Manage Work Orders, maintenance history 
Automate MAP 21 reporting 
Condition assessment, nameplate information
capture, and verification 
Generate mandatory / compliance reports
instantly 
Geo-tagging, auto-time stamp 
Workflow for approvals and scheduling from
the shop floor/field 
Condition Based Maintenance 
Incident Reporting 
Damage assessment – the fastest means to
onboard temp workers, contractors, outside
technicians in times of emergencies (storms,
earthquakes) or break-downs 
Analytics and intelligence in the field

Native apps for your techs & engineers on
standard smartphones and/or tablets
Cloud-based pre-built mobile solution suite that
instantly connects your shop personnel, facilities
condition assessment teams, breakdown crew,
and other inspection teams 

Can also connect your drivers for their daily
pre-trip inspections 

Set up in 48 hours or less 
No software or hardware to buy 
Supports offline mode (where there is no
connectivity on the field) 
Works with any mobile device (iOS or
Android/smartphone or tablet) 
Tried and in use by large fleets

Transportation Industry Use Cases

Questions to ask yourself:

What can we do with iMarq?How Connixt can help:

https://connixt.com/


Yes, that is true of all our customers,
and we work with your existing system
– NO changes, NO additional licenses to
your systems 
Your existing system will continue as the
system of record. We simply automate
the last (or first) mile to ensure you can
eliminate all paper and keep your
maintenance system up to date.

First, our mobile apps are guaranteed to
be more user-friendly and better at
working towards 100% user adoption than
anything else out there; and we are much,
much faster to deploy - within days! Our
DNA is different!
Second, we work seamlessly with your
existing system and also connect with
other systems like your inventory,
financial systems, etc.; your maintenance
system’s mobile solutions connect only
with itself, and no incentive to connect
with other systems 
Third, you deserve a choice; why do you
have to go blindly to your incumbent
vendor? You should at least take a look at
what your peers are doing out there

We can connect directly with your EAM
(Enterprise Asset Management) or
CMMS (Computerized Maintenance
Management System) if required.
Alternately we can manage their entire
business process and keep track of
assets, work completed, etc. in the cloud.

iMarq can integrate with your existing systems
(if available) or you don’t need any – you can
manage everything from the cloud

The ROI is compelling - payback is
within months, typically.
And we will ensure a no-surprises
deployment 
And there are flexible investment
models that fit every deployment
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We have a maintenance system in place
and we will be using it for everything.

Why should we go to your system –
our Maintenance system offers all this

What about the budget?

Transportation Industry Use Cases

iMarq integrates with your back-end systems
FOR LARGE FLEETS:

FOR SMALL/MID-SIZE FLEETS:

SUMMARY

When would I use iMarq?

https://connixt.com/


For Bob Spadafora, employing Connixt iMarq helped solve the
challenges LA Metro was facing – and more. Managing the rail
fleet for 300-plus cars for LA County was maintained with
paperwork, creating a lot of duplicative efforts in deciphering
the paperwork from multiple people for scheduling, special
assignments, maintenance, and inspections. Using Connixt, LA
Metro migrated their paperwork into the iMarq app. iMarq not
only processes the data, but centralizes it for efficiency and
increased productivity across the entire organization.

With 1.4 million riders a day, Pat Astredo’s area of the business
supports every department within LA Metro, as well as 10,000-
plus employees, and they needed to be responsive to employee
needs – like helping efficiency and productivity.  LA Metro
identified gaps in efficiencies, compliance, and safety protocols
through an internal audit.  When iMarq from Connixt came on
board, they enabled the entire organization to capture much-
needed data via a smart phone or tablet. LA Metro could now
connect to workers in the field in offline mode, and with
timestamps and geo tags, simultaneously eliminating the
cumbersome paper process while providing accountability,
much higher levels of efficiency, and archiving the data.

Connixt iMarq streamlined
operations for LA Metro
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Bob Spadafora
Senior Executive Office, 
Rail Fleet Services

Pat Astredo
Deputy Executive Officer,
Enterprise Information
Management

LA Metro’s Digital Transformation
for Maintenance and Inspections

Transportation Customer Testimonials
LA Metro, Metrolink, LADOT are customers.
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Seamless connectivity between the back-office and
the crew – irrespective of the type of back-office
systems in place – can be achieved more easily than
ever before using cloud-mobile technology. Connixt
digitizes and automates maintenance, inspection,
inventorying, and condition assessment processes for
large and small transportation agencies and utility
companies.

Connixt serves asset operators, manufacturers, 
and service servicing firms across industries like
transportation, energy & utilities, construction, and
manufacturing. Combining advanced analytics and
real-time reporting with powerful data capture tools
designed specifically for use in the field, Connixt helps
customers to map, manage and optimize the impact
of assets, fieldwork, and crews across every inch of
the last mile.

With Connixt, everything is digitized: from inspections,
service campaigns, and maintenance, to inventory
management and planning. We cut straight through
old-world systems and digitize processes to help you
to run a slicker, more seamless operation where the
field and the office come together as one.

Replacing analog workflow tools with an easy-to-use,
app-based solution that works across smartphone
devices and tablets, the platform is simple by design. 
It needs no new hardware or software to implement
and can be accessed standalone from the cloud, or
integrated with pre-existing EAM platforms. Better
yet, you can have it up and running in weeks, with
near-100% adoption.
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Connixt’s cloud-native,
mobile-native suite is
specifically focused on
digital transformation
for the last mile.

In Summary
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Connixt iMarq can digitize your forms as they are currently used at your agency or
you can choose a set from our forms library. Your users – whether employees or
contractors – just download the app to capture asset information, i.e. name-plate
information, location (assets are automatically geo-tagged), barcode creation,
condition, and more. You can add photographs, comments, and audio recordings
(for that equipment hum that seems out of line). It’s all updated automatically into
your back-end system(s).

You can set up random asset selection for inspections at any frequency. You can
even assign specific users that need to be given automatic, recurring work orders
for ongoing maintenance.

With all data now available electronically, formatted reports can be generated,
data can be analyzed for patterns and intelligence, and, most importantly, this
doesn’t have to be a one-off compliance exercise. You can actually derive value
from it by streamlining operations, maintenance, and reporting across the agency.

Find out more about how Connixt customers show
20% labor-hour gains while waiting on their EAM
upgrades/migration and contact us today.

Doing it right the first time can get it done
fast, efficiently, and reap ongoing benefits.

CONTACT US

https://connixt.com/request-demo/
https://connixt.com/request-demo/



